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We have measured the electron-spin-resonance
spectrum of Gd3+ ions substituting for Eu ions
The fine structure of the spectrum was partially resolved at room temperature and
transitions were completely separated below 100 K. The spectrum is described with
a crystal-field effective Hamiltonian of tetragonal symmetry. The values obtained at low temperatures for the corresponding parameters are bf —486(7)&10 4 cm ', bf —
32(2)x10
cm ', and b4
790(50) x10 cm '. These parameters are only weakly temperature dependent. The measured effective g value is shifted from the free-ion value g 1.992, indicating the
existence of antiferromagnetic exchange interactions with the ions of the host.
in Eu2Cu04.
the individual

~

~

The recent discovery of superconductivity at high temperatures' in copper-based oxides with planar Cu-0 structures has focused attention on the physical properties of a
large series of metallic and insulating compounds with
the
structures.
them,
similar
crystalline
Among
(R)2CuQ4 series, with R Pr, Nd, Sm, Eu, Gd, . . . ,
form in a tetragonal structure2 related to the orthorhombic structure of La2Cu04. These materials are nonmetalWhile
lic and show interesting magnetic properties.
with possible antiEu2Cu04 is a Van Vleck paramagnet
ferromagnetic ordering around 200 K, Gd2Cu04 shows
It is of inweak ferromagnetism at room temperatures.
terest then to study the interactions of individual R ions
with the rest of the lattice. In this paper we report experievidence
mental
of these interactions,
particularly
crystal-field effects, obtained through the analysis of the
electron-spin-resonance
(ESR) spectrum of dilute Gd ions
in the Eu2Cu04 host. The samples were single-crystal
platelets (-2x2&0. 1 mm3) grown from a PbQ fiux. The
with lattice constants
crystal structure is tetragonal
a 3.910(l) A and c 11.925(3) A. In all cases the c
axis was found to be oriented perpendicular to the plates.
The ESR experiments were performed at 9 and 35
GHz. The spectra were centered aroundp~2, as expected for the ground state of Gd + ions (4f; S7t2). A partially resolved fine structure was observed at room temperature, and below 100 K the individual lines were completely separated. This structure is strongly dependent on
the relative orientation of the applied magnetic field and
the crystalline axes. The maximum splitting of the spectra was obtained for the magnetic 6eld aligned parallel to
the c axis. Assuming that Gd + ions enter the Eu2Cu04
lattice, substituting for Eu + ions, the corresponding spin
Hamiltonian for tetragonal symmetry (C4. ) is

HcF(Gd)

giisttH,

S, +g~ptt(H S +HySr)

+ (b2l3)O2+ (bf/60)Of+

(b4i'60)O4,

(1)
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where O„are Stevens operators and b„are the corresponding crystal-field parameters. Sixth-order terms have
not been included since we have found that their effect, if
any, is below our present experimental resolution. In Figs.
1 and 2 we show the spectra obtained with the magnetic
field parallel to the c axis, measured at 9 and 35 GHz, respectively. For this orientation, only the diagonal terms
02 and 04o contribute in first order to the fine-structure
splitting. Seven spectral lines are expected for S 2, corresponding to Mg
M8 —1 electronic transitions, but
only six of these lines were observed at each of the two microwave frequencies used. In the case of 35 GHz the
transition was beyond the maximum magnetic
field of our spectrometer and, for 9 GHz, the —2
transition was not detected. This fact is consistent with
the values obtained for gi, b), and bf given in Table I.
The crystal-field splitting associated with these parameters is relatively large in comparison with the microwave
energy at 9 GHz, and prevents the observation of the
—2 transition for any applied magnetic field. In
Figs. 1 and 2 we give the spectra obtained with the magnetic field parallel to the c axis, measured at 9 and 35
GHz, respectively. For this orientation, only the diagonal
terms 02 and Of contribute in first order to the finestructure splitting. The absolute signs for b2o and b4o were
determined from the relative intensities of the ESR lines
at low temperatures. An estimate of the absolute value of
b4 was obtained from the second-order perturbation shift
of the spectral line. For the magnetic field oriented perpendicular to the c axis the fine-structure lines move towards the central field, as expected for the proposed Hamiltonian. This results in strong superposition of the spectral lines, and therefore it was not possible to follow the
angular dependence of the spectra and to derive values for
the parameter b4 and the g& factor.
The measured g value for Hllc is shifted from the freeion value g 1.992. As shown in Table I, this shift is
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with 1.5 at. % Gd,
taken at 9 GHz with the external magnetic field parallel to the c
axis. Notice the reduced intensity of the high-field finestructure lines at 1.7 K. Also, notice that due to the large
crystal-Geld splitting, the
cannot be ob&
2 transition
served at this frequency.

—

small at room temperature
and increases significantly
when the temperature is lowered. It is possible to interpret it in terms of exchange interaction6 with neighboring
Eu ions. This interaction can then be described with a

Hamiltonian

of the form

Hex- —Z JkSod

Sku',

k

coupling the spin of the Gd~+ ions to the spin of the
neighboring Eus+ ions. These ions have a singlet ground
state ( Fo) and they behave as Van Vleck paramagnets.
The admixture of the F~ wave function into the ground
state through the Zeeman interaction gives rise to a
nonzero magnetic moment for the Eu + ions proportional
to the applied magnetic field. The exchange interaction
can then be described in the mean-6eld approximation
with an effective Hamiltonian:
Hex

~gPBSGd' H

~

k

The mean value of the Eu spins
measured
magnetic
susceptibility

~g

—Ng p g(SP„z) .

Z Jk

(SP)), related to
of

the

the
undoped

+DU(Eu)//VAPk

ji

,NN

where the sum over k can generally be restricted to
nearest neighbors.
The measured g shift for the magnetic field parallel to
the c axis is temperature dependent as seen in Table I. Its
average value in the temperature
range 4-77 K is
—0. 12(5). If we use the measured value of the
dgt
magnetic susceptibility, X1 +8.6(4) x 10
emu/(mol
Eu), we obtain a value for the coupling constant between
—0.48(20) meV. The
Gd + and Eu + ions, JNNJk
negative sign indicates that the coupling has antiferromagnetic character.
However, the variation of the g shift does not follow the
same temperature dependence of the Van Vleck susceptibility of Eu2Cu04, which remains almost constant below

TABLE I. Crystal-field parameters
Gd'+ ions in Eu2Cu04.
Temperature

(K)
30
84
77
77

g Jk(Spy ) .

of the ap-

Thus,

5

where the g shift Ag is defined by

kgpsH=

Eu2Cu04 compound, and for the z component
plied magnetic field parallel to the c axis, is

X))(Eu2Cu04)H,

FIG. 1. ESR spectra of Eu2Cu04 doped

—

FIG. 2. ESR spectrum of Eu2Cu04 doped with 1.5 at. % Gd,
taken at 35 GHz with the magnetic field parallel to the c axis.
Notice that at this frequency we do observe the low-field
——,' fine-structure line.

Room
temperature

bf

bg

and

g~l

values for dilute

') (10 cm ') g[
—486(7)
—32(2) 1.82(1)
—492(7)
—32(2) 1.84(1)
—509(7)
—37(2) 1.90(1)
—502(7)
—37(2) 1.91(1)
—524(10)
—40(2) 1.94(1)
—40(2) 1.95 (1)
-sos(1o)

(10

cm

Frequency

(GHz)

9.25
9.25
9.25
9.00
35.4
35.4
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100 K. This fact suggests that other magnetic interactions may also be present, possibly with magnetic moments associated to the Cu-0 planes. In this case the g
shift may be due to coupling to the antiferromagnetic order that seems to appear around 200 K in pure EuqCu04.
In conclusion, we have determined
g values and
crystal-field parameters for Gd + ions substituting for
Eu'+ ions in EuqCu04. The measured crystal-field parameters indicate a splitting of the ground state of about
0.8 K. The observed g values for Hllc indicate antiferromagnetic interactions. If we associate these interactions

with induced magnetic moments on Eu iona, an average
0.48(20) meV is derived.
coupling constant of gNNJq
However, the possibility of magnetic interactions with
Cu-0 iona cannot be ruled out.
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